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Abstract:
Successive-addition-of-digits-of-a-number(SADN) refers to the process of adding up the digits
of an integer number until a single digit is obtained. Concept of SADN has been occasionally
identified but seldom employed in extensive mathematical applications. This paper discusses
SADN and its properties in terms of addition, subtraction and multiplication. Further, the paper
applies the multiplication-property of SADN to understand the distribution of prime numbers.
For this purpose the paper introduces three series of numbers -S1, S3 and S5 series- into which
all odd numbers can be placed, depending on their SADN and the rationale of such classification.
Extending the analysis the paper explains how composite numbers of the S1 and S5 series can be
derived. Based on this discussion it concludes that even as the concept of SADN is rather simple
in its formulation and appears as an obvious truism but a profound analysis of the properties of
SADN in terms of fundamental mathematical functions reveals that SADN holds a noteworthy
position in number theory and may have significant implications for unfolding complex
mathematical questions like understanding the distribution of prime numbers and Goldbachproblem.
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Introduction

Present paper discusses a mathematical function which has been occasionally identified but
seldom employed to extensive application. This function is termed as Successive Addition of
Digits of (integer) Number and is acronymed as SADN function. This paper studies the
fundamental properties of SADN function and its behaviour under algebraic operations of
addition, multiplication and subtraction. The paper further discusses the application of the
multiplication property of SADN in understanding the distribution of prime numbers. Apart from
this, present paper also discusses the distribution of primes. An extension of present paper is to
explore the possibilities of application of select properties of SADN function in an attempt to
discuss well-established and centuries-old conjectures.
This article is organized in the following manner- The present section (Section 1) is introductory
in nature and sets out the basic areas of inquiry that the paper seeks to address. Section 2
introduces the concept of Successive addition of digits of a number and discusses the
fundamental properties of SADN in terms of basic mathematical functions like addition,
subtraction and multiplication. Section 3 discusses the SADN of prime numbers. Section 4
introduces three series of numbers – the S1, S3 and S5 series-into which all odd numbers can be
placed, depending on their SADN alongwith the rationale for making such a classification.
Section 5 applies the multiplication property of SADN to discuss why the S3 series introduced in
Section 4 comprises exclusively of composite numbers while the S1 and S5 series comprise of
both prime and composite numbers. Section 6 discusses how composite numbers on the S1 and
S5 series can be derived. Section 7 is in the nature of a brief conclusion.
Section-II
•

What is SADN?

•

What are the properties of SADN?

•

Proof of the properties of SADN

The function of SADN stands for Successive Addition of Digits of (integer) Number. SADN
function exhibits following properties:I.

Idempotence
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II.

Range of SADN function

III.

Distribution over addition

IV.

Distribution over multiplication

V.

Additive Identity for SADN function

VI.

Interchangeability of non-positive SADN and positive SADN

VII.

Distribution over subtraction

VIII.

Multiplicative Identity for SADN function

I.

Property of Idempotence:-

SADN function stands for successive-addition-of-digits-of-number. Addition is an operation
which is operated upon multiple operands and not defined in case of a single operand alone. Here
the term ‘successive’ implies that the digits of the number are to be added as long as the
operation of addition is defined. It implies that to determine SADN of any given number, its
digits are to be successively added until a single digit is obtained. This single digit is termed as
SADN of the given number.
Example: Suppose the given number is 546289. Addition of its digits= 5+4+6+2+8+9=34
Successive addition of digits=3+4=7
In our example, SADN(546289)=7
In general terms: SADN(x)= SADN(SADN(SADN(...SADN(x)))) which says that SADN
function is an idempotent function.
II.

Range of SADN function

The property of idempotence implies that the value of SADN function for any non-zero integer
number would be a single digit integer only ranging from 1 to 9.
1≤ SADN(x) ≤ 9 implies that SADN(x) = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9}
III.

Property of distribution over addition
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SADN(x+y)= SADN(x) + SADN(y)
SADN function is distributive over addition.
Example: SADN(28) +SADN(541)= SADN(28+541)=SADN(569)
Under property of self-regression SADN(569)=SADN(20)=2
IV.

Property of distribution over multiplication

SADN(x.y)= SADN(x).SADN(y)
SADN function is distributive over multiplication.
Example: SADN(12) . SADN(15)= SADN(12.15)=SADN(180)
Under property of self-regression SADN(180)=9
V.

Additive Identity for SADN function

As SADN is primarily a type of addition operator, additive identity zero(0) acts as an additive
identity for SADN as well. Apart from zero, the number nine(9) also acts as an additive identity
for SADN function.
Example: SADN(52)= SADN(529)=SADN(5092990)=7
VI.

Interchangeability of non-positive SADN and positive SADN

Properties of distribution over addition and identity of SADN function leads to following
equivalence between nonpositive and positive values of SADN
Positive

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

-8

-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

SADN digit
Equivalent
non-positive
SADN digit
Table-1: Equivalence between nonpositive and positive values of SADN
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Both numbers of same columns are considered to be identical and replaceable substitutes of one
another if need arises to consider negative digit for SADN.
This property of interchangeability relates negative and positive SADN as follows:
SADN(-a) = -SADN(a)
VII.

Distribution over subtraction:

Under application of Table1:- SADN(x)-SADN(y)= SADN(x-y)
SADN(x) - SADN(y) - SADN(z) = SADN(x-y-z) = SADN (x) - SADN (y+z)

Example1:

SADN(724-452) = SADN (724) – SADN(452) = SADN(4)-SADN(2) = SADN(2)

=2
OR

SADN(724-452) = SADN (724) – SADN(452) = SADN(4)-SADN(2) = SADN(4)
+ SADN(-2) = SADN(4) +SADN(7) = SADN(11) =2 (refer table 1)
And SADN(724-452) = SADN(272) = SADN(2)= 2

Example2:

SADN(121-24) = SADN(121)-SADN(24)=SADN(4)-SADN(6) = -2 = 7(refer

table 1)
OR

SADN(121-24)

=

SADN(121)-SADN(24)=SADN(4)-SADN(6)

=SADN(4)+SADN(-6)= SADN(4)+SADN(3) =SADN(7) = 7(refer table 1)
And SADN(121-24) = SADN(97) = 7

VIII.

Multiplicative Identity for SADN function

Apart from SADN(1) as multiplicative identity for every SADN function;
following are multiplicative identities as special cases:SADN(4,7,1) acts as multiplicative identities for SADN(3,6)
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SADN(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9) or SADN(n) act as multiplicative identity for
SADN(9)

Section-III: Prime numbers and their SADN
•

SADN of Primes

Prime numbers are a particular type of subset of natural numbers. Any prime number would be
divisible by itself and by the number 1 only. Primes cannot be divided by any other natural
number except themselves and 1. In terms of SADN function, the divisibility test of 3 says that
any natural number would be divisible by 3 only if its SADN is 3, 6 or 9. It leads to conclude
that any natural number whose SADN is 3,6 or 9 would be a composite as it would be divisible
by the number 3, hence SADN of primes can never be 3,6 or 9 (only exception to this would be
number ‘3’ itself) . This discussion in conjunction with the properties of range of SADN says
that SADN of primes may be 1,2,4,5,7 or 8.
If ‘P’ represents a prime number , then SADN(P)= {1,2,4,5,7,8}

Section-IV

Of composites and primes: The three series of odd numbers; not so ‘odd’

•

The three (3) series of odd numbers-S1,S3 and S5 series

•

Logic behind the three series

•

Why S3 series will have only composite numbers (with only exception of the number3)

•

S1 and S5 series will have both primes and composites

Set of natural numbers N ={1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,........}
N= E +D = E + {1} + S1+S3+S5
Where E is set of even numbers, E = {2,4,6,8,10,...}
And D = set of odd numbers = {1} + S1+S3+S5 = {3,5,7,9,11,...}
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All elements of the set of even numbers ‘E’ are composites (with exception of the number 2)
whereas elements of the set of odd numbers ‘D’ may be prime or composite.
Now consider the following three series of odd numbers:S1= a1+6n where a1 is 1 and n is a natural number implying
S1= 1+6n; n є{N}
S1= {7,13,19,25,31,37,43,49,55,61,67,.....}
SADN(element of S1)= {1,7,4} in cyclic order
SADN(a1+6n) є S1 implies that SADN(1+6n) є S1

S3= a3+6n where a3 is 3 and n is a natural number implying
S3= {3,9,15,21,27,33,39,45,51,57,63,69,.....}
SADN(element of S3)= {3,9,6} in cyclic order
SADN(a3+6n) є S3 implies that SADN(3+6n) є S3

S5= a5+6n where a5 is 5 and n is a natural number implying
S5= 6n-1; n є{N}
S5= {5,11,17,23,29,35,41,47,53,59,65,71,....}
SADN(element of S5)= {5,2,8} in cyclic order
SADN(a5+6n) є S5 implies that SADN(5+6n) є S5 implies that SADN(6n-1) є S5
SADN (n)=

nє

1,7,4

S1

3,9,6

S3
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S5

Table2: SADN of a number determines its Series out of S1, S3, S5
Such segregation of odd numbers in term of three series S1, S3 and S5 leads to segregation of
primes. As series S3 consists of elements of 6n+3 type or 3x(2n+1) type, so all elements of S3
will be multiples of the number 3. This leads to conclude that series S3 consists of composites
and no prime (number ‘3’ being the only exception). A similar logic is that as all elements of S3
are having SADN as 3,6 or 9 leading to S3 elements beings multiples of 3 and hence being
composites.
Hence prime numbers may belong to only S1 and S5. Additionally as mentioned above, series S1
has elements of type 6n+1 and series S5 has elements of type 6n-1. So this segregation of S1, S3
and S5 series also segregates the primes of types 6n+1 and 6n-1.
All 6n+1 type primes (and composites) will be only on series S1.
All 6n-1 type primes (and composites) will be only on series S5.

An additional explanation for classifying odd numbers into the above-mentioned three series is
discussed below.
Squares of all odd numbers bear a very specific relation with the number 24. Specifically, when
the square of the greatest common divisor (GCD) of odd numbers with SADN 1,2,4,5,7 and 8 is
subtracted from the square of the odd number in question, the resultant number will be an
integral multiple of the number ‘24’. Since the GCD of odd numbers with SADN 1,2,4,5,7 and 8
is the number 1, the ‘square of the odd number’ less 1 will be integral multiple of 24. This may
be expressed as follows:- If we denote odd numbers with SADN 1,2,4,5,7 and 8 as d and k is an
integer, then
d2-1=24k
In case of odd numbers with SADN 3,6 and 9, since the GCD will be 3, the relation of such odd
numbers with the number 24 would be expressed as follows-
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If we denote odd numbers with SADN 3,6 and 9 as m and k as an integer then:m2 -32 =24k

i.e. m2 -9=24k.

‘Square of the first element’ less ‘one’ of the S5 series is 52 -1=24x1 i.e. 25-1=24; while ‘square
of the first element’ less ‘one’ of the S1 series is 72 -1=24x2 i.e. 49-1=48 = 24x2 and in case of
the S3 series, the square of 92 - 32 = 81 – 9 = 72 = 24x3
In order to obtain the quotient of the second term’s square divided by 24, a difference of 3 is to
be added to the previous term. i.e. the quotient for the number 11 (second term of the S5 series,
can be obtained as follows-24*1+24*(1+3). The quotient for the number 17 (third term of the S5
series can be derived as 24*5+24(4+7) and so on. Similarly in case of the S1 series, since the
quotient for the first term 7 is 2, the quotient for the second term 13 can be derived as
24*2+24(2+3). Quotient for the third term 19 can be derived as 24*7+24(5+3) and so on.
Applying the same rationale the quotient for the third term of the S3 series (15) can be derived as
24*3+24*(3+3) and the quotient for the fourth term 21 can be derived as 24*9+24(6+3) and so
on.
This shows that the starting points of the three series in terms of the quotient of the square of the
first term less ‘one’ are different but the derivation of the quotient of subsequent numbers of the
series is the same. Furthermore, if we horizontally sum up the quotients of the same element
number of the three series, it leads us to the SADN identity i.e. 9. This is explained in the
following table.
For

kth For

member

of S1: k2- k2-(k-1)2

S1,S2,S3

For

S2: For S3: k2- 24xnk
(k-1)2

(k-1)2

where

For a constant value
nk of

(represents

SADN(∑nk)=identity

‘n’ for a of SADN

where k=

given k)=
1

Xxxx

xxxx(-1)=8
Xxxx

xxxx(0)=9
xxxx(5)2-(-

xxxx(1)

1)2

(nk=2k-1)

k,

xxxx (9)
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2
92-32

9

3
112-52 [2,5]

4

(nk=nk-

1+1)

3

132-72

5

9

[4,7]
152-92

6

[6,9]
172-112[8,2]

7

(nk=nk-

1+1)

4

192-

8

9

132
[1,4]
212-152

9

[3,6]

5

232-172

10(nk=nk-

[5,8]

1+1)

252-

11

9

192
[7,1]
272-212

12

[9,3]

6

292-232

13(nk=nk-

[2,5]

1+1)

312-

14

252
[4,7]
332-272

15

[6,9]
352-292

16(nk=nk-

9
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1+1)

17

9

312
[1,4]
392-332

18

[3,6]
412-352

19(nk=nk-

[5,8]

1+1)

432-

8

20

9

372
[7,1]
452-392

21

[9,3]
472-412

22(nk=nk-

[2,5]

1+1)

492-

9

23

9

432
[4,7]
512-452

24

[6,9]

10

532-472

25(nk=nk-

[8,2]

1+1)

[1,4]

26
[3,6]

9

27
[5,8]

28(nk=nk1+1)

Table3: Of S1,S3 and S5: Periodic table in terms of SADN properties along rows and
columns
Section-V: Deriving composite numbers of the S1 and S5 series
•

Multiplicative nature of SADN1,2,4,5,7,8
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Composite numbers of series S1 are intra-series products of elements of series S1 or
intra-series products of elements of series S5

•

Composite numbers of series S5 are inter-series products of elements of S1 and S5
An application of the property of SADN function being distributive over multiplication is
the following table (Table 4) which leads to the condition for the elements of series S1
and S5.

Serie

SADN

Possible combinations of SADN of divisors to yield the composite

s

of

number of particular SADN of series S1 or S5

element
s

of

series
S1

SADN1

SADN1xSADN SADN2xSADN SADN4xSADN SADN8xSADN
1

S1

SADN7

SADN4

SADN5

SADN2

SADN8

4

5

2

8

7

7

8

SADN1xSADN SADN4xSADN SADN7xSADN Xxxxxx
2

S5

8

SADN1xSADN SADN2xSADN SADN4xSADN Xxxxxx
5

S5

8

SADN1xSADN SADN2xSADN SADN5xSADN SADN7xSADN
4

S5

7

SADN1xSADN SADN2xSADN SADN4xSADN SADN5xSADN
7

S1

5

5

8

SADN1xSADN SADN2xSADN SADN5xSADN Xxxxxx
8

4

7

Table4: Series and SADN of series-elements alongwith possible combinations of
divisors
Comparison of Table2 and Table4 concludes that:-

(a) Composites of SADN1 can be obtained by product of SADN(1x1) or SADN(2x5) or
SADN(4x7) or SADN(8x8). In this case the only three possible combinations of both
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the divisor elements (1 and 1 OR 2 and 5 OR 4 and 7 OR 8 and 8) are always
elements of a single series (S1 or S5 or S1 or S5)
(b) Composites of SADN7 can be obtained by product of SADN(1x7) or SADN(2x8) or
SADN(4x4) or SADN(5x5). In this case the only four possible combinations of both
the divisor elements (1 and 7 OR 2 and 8 OR 4 and 4 OR 5 and 5) are always
elements of a single series (S1 or S5 or S1 or S5)
(c) Composites of SADN4 can be obtained by product of SADN(1x4) or SADN(2x2) or
SADN(5x8) or SADN(7x7). In this case the only four possible combinations of both
the divisor elements (1 and 4 OR 2 and 2 OR 5 and 8 OR 7 and 7) are always
elements of a single series (S1 or S5 or S5 or S1)
(d) Composites of SADN5 can be obtained by product of SADN(1x5) or SADN(2x7) or
SADN(4x8). In this case the only three possible combinations of both the divisor
elements (1 and 5 OR 2 and 7 OR 4 and 8) are always elements of two different
series (S1 and S5)
(e) Composites of SADN2 can be obtained by product of SADN(1x2) or SADN(4x5) or
SADN(7x8). In this case the only three possible combinations of both the divisor
elements (1 and 2 OR 4 and 5 OR 7 and 8) are always elements of two different
series (S1 and S5)
(f) Composites of SADN8 can be obtained by product of SADN(1x8) or SADN(2x4) or
SADN(5x7). In this case the only three possible combinations of both the divisor
elements (1 and 8 OR 2 and 4 OR 5 and 7) are always elements of two different
series (S1 and S5)

Regarding seriesS1: The first three (a, b and c)of above conclusions suggest that
composite numbers of series S1 are either intra-series products of elements of series S1
or intra-series products of elements of series S5.

Regarding series S5: The next three (d, e and f) of above conclusions suggest that
composite numbers of series S5 are always inter-series products of elements of S1 and
S5.
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Pattern of formation of composite numbers on the S1 and S5 series

In context of Composites on S1 series:As composites contained in S1 are products of intra-series elements of S1 and S3, say products
of intra-series elements of S1 are denoted by C1 and that of S3 are denoted by C3:C1 = [(6n+1).(6n+1) + (6n+1).6n’]; for each and every n є{N}, there exists n’ є{0,N}
Or C1 = (6n+1).[6(n+n’)+1]; for each and every n є{N}, there exists n’ є{0,N}
Implies that C1 = {49,91,133,175,...} +{91,169,247,325,403,...} +{133,247,361,475,...}
+{175,325,475,625,...} +...+{} +...infinite sets of infinite terms
and

C3 = [(6n-1).(6n-1) + (6n-1).6n’]; for each and every n є{N}, there exists n’ є{0,N}

Or C3 = (6n-1).[6(n+n’)-1]; for each and every n є{N}, there exists n’ є{0,N}
Implies that C3 = {25,55,85,115,...} +{55,121,187,...} +{85,187,289,...} +{115,253,391,,...}
+...+{} +...infinite sets of infinite terms
From above discussion:
Primes on series S1 = S1- composites of S1 = S1 – C1 –C3
In context of Composites on S5 series:As composites contained in S5 are products of interseries elements of S1 and S5, say interseries
products of S1 and S5 are denoted by C15’
C15’ = [5(6n+1) +(6n+1).6n’]; for each and every n є{N}, there exists n’ є{0,N}
C15’ = (6n+1).(5+6n’); for each and every n є{N}, there exists n’ є{0,N}
C15’ = {35, 77,119,161,203, } + {65,143,221,299,...} +....+{}+...{}+...
Primes on series S5 = S5- composites of S5 = S5 – C15’
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The pattern of formation of composite numbers on the S1 and S5 series as mentioned above has
been confirmed both graphically (for limited values of integers) and also through a computer
program (again, for limited values of integers).

Section-VII
Conclusion
The concept of SADN is very simple in its appearance but has very profound implications in
understanding complex phenomenon like distribution of prime numbers.
The paper begins with the thought that the phenomenon of SADN has been occasionally
identified but seldom employed to extensive mathematical applications. However, a detailed
analysis of the properties of SADN in terms of fundamental mathematical functions like
addition, subtraction and multiplication and application of the same in understanding the interrelationship between numbers reveals that there may be rather deep and profound implications
in understanding ‘numbers’. Based on the SADN of any odd number and the relation of the
square of the number with the number ‘24’ with specific reference to the division function, all
odd numbers can be placed in three series –the S1 series comprising of odd numbers with
SADN1, 4 and 7 ; the S3 series comprising of odd numbers with SADN 3, 6 and 9 and the S5
series comprising of odd numbers with SADN 2,5 and 8. The paper brings out why the S3 series
comprises exclusively of composite numbers while the S1 and S5 series consist of both prime
and composite numbers. Further, the paper also brings out that composite numbers on the S1 and
S5 series are products of the elements of the S1 and S5 series. More specifically, composite
numbers on the S1 series can be derived as intra-series products of elements of the S1 and S5
series while composite numbers on the S5 series can be derived as inter-series products of the
elements of the S1 and S5 series. Extending the analysis the paper also explains the pattern of
formation of composite numbers on the S1 and S5 series. Based on the analysis the paper
concludes that the concept of SADN is rather simple in its formulation but may have farreaching implications for number theory like decoding complex mathematical questions like
understanding the distribution of prime numbers.
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